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Current Radar, Satellite, and Lightning

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

An area of low pressure is noted offshore central Louisiana this morning, with a cold front extending southwards into the 
central Bay.  Winds ahead of the front are easterly to southeasterly at moderate to fresh levels and winds behind the front are 
at strong to gale force levels.  This low will track northeast today while continuing to push its associated front through the Gulf 
of Mexico.  This will continue to shift winds to the north at strong to near gale force levels and build seas at rough heights. 
Also as the system moves through the Gulf, it will generate showers and thunderstorms.  Then this evening, conditions will 
begin to improve as the front shifts east.  Tomorrow, high pressure behind the front will shift east bringing the return for 
onshore flow across the northern Gulf.  Winds will become southeasterly at fresh to strong levels over the western Gulf and 
southeasterly to easterly at moderate to fresh over the eastern Gulf.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

On Wednesday, another area of low pressure looks to form along the Texas coast and track northeast similar to the previous 
low.  This will once again push a cold front through Gulf of Mexico shifting fresh to strong southerly to southwesterly winds to
the northwest at strong levels.  This front looks to clear all lease areas by Thursday night.  Conditions will remain elevated into 
early Friday morning.  Thereafter, conditions will gradually subside from west to east across the northern Gulf as high 
pressure builds in and shifts east.  Another front looks to move into the northern Gulf Sunday night into Monday morning, but
doesn’t look to be as strong as the previous two fronts at this time.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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